
 

                                                                                                           
AGENDA ITEM NO.     2                                                        

    
  

Report To: Audit Committee   
   

 
Date :         23.02.2021 

 

 Report By: Corporate Director 
 Environment, Regeneration and 

Resources      

Report No:   AC/03/21/SA/APr  

   
 Contact Officer: Andi Priestman    Contact No:       01475 712251  
   
 Subject: INTERNAL AUDIT - ANNUAL STRATEGY AND PLAN 2021-2022           

 
 

   
1.0 PURPOSE  

   
1.1 The purpose of this report is to present the Internal Audit Annual Strategy and Plan for 

2021-2022 to Members for approval. 
 

   
2.0 SUMMARY  

   
2.1 The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards include the requirement for the Chief Internal 

Auditor to prepare a risk-based plan to determine the priorities of the internal audit activity, 
consistent with the organisation’s goals.    

 

   
2.2 The Audit Universe contains all areas that have been identified for review and an 

assessment has been undertaken of the risk relating to each area based on a number of 
criteria.  Account has also been taken of the risks identified in the Council’s Corporate, 
Directorate and Service Risk Registers and risks identified by external scrutiny bodies 
through the Local Scrutiny Plan. 

 

   
2.3 It is intended that audit work will be focused on areas of greater risk taking into account 

management’s own view of risk and meetings have been held with Corporate Directors 
and Heads of Service as appropriate.  Each area has been assessed against a broad 
range of risk criteria and a risk score has been generated based on probability factors 
such as current control environment, results of last audit and time since the last audit. 

 

   
2.4 In addition, the annual audit plan includes areas of proactive work in relation to corporate 

fraud reviews. 
 

   
2.5 Furthermore, to meet the requirements of External Audit, the Annual Plan will include 

limited scope reviews of financial systems that are not subject to a full scope review or will 
not be covered in the External Audit Annual Audit Plan to maximise audit coverage and 
reduce duplication. 

 

   
2.6 The proposed Annual Audit Strategy and Plan for 2021-2022 is attached at Appendix 1.  

The Plan contains a contingency provision that will be utilised during the year in response 
to unforeseen work demands that arise e.g. special investigations and provision of ad hoc 
advice. 

Appendix 
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2.7 The risk scoring system is maintained on a real-time basis and is altered as 

circumstances change.  Regular reviews of the risk scores allow Internal Audit to address 
the changing risk exposure of the organisation more effectively and ensure audit effort is 
focused on those areas identified as higher risk. 

 

   



 
3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS  

   
3.1 It is recommended that Members approve the Internal Audit Annual Strategy and Plan for 

2021-2022. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scott Allan  
 Corporate Director 

Environment, Regeneration and Resources 
 



 
4.0 BACKGROUND  

   
4.1 Internal Audit is an assurance function that primarily provides an independent and 

objective opinion to the organisation on the control environment comprising governance, 
risk management and control by evaluating its effectiveness in achieving the 
organisation’s objectives.  It objectively examines, evaluates and reports on the adequacy 
of the control environment as a contribution to the proper, economic, efficient and effective 
use of resources. 

 

   
4.2 The requirement for an Internal Audit function derives from local government legislation, 

including Section 95 of the Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973, which requires 
authorities to make arrangements for the proper administration of their financial affairs.  
Proper administration includes Internal Audit. 

 

   
4.3 The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards include the requirement for the Chief Internal 

Auditor to prepare a risk-based plan to determine the priorities of the internal audit activity, 
consistent with the organisation’s goals.    

 

   
5.0 CURRENT POSITION  

   
5.1 It is intended that audit work will be focused on areas of greater risk taking into account 

management’s own view of risk and meetings have been held with Corporate Directors 
and Heads of Service as appropriate.  Each area has been assessed against a broad 
range of risk criteria and a risk score has been generated based on probability factors 
such as current control environment, results of last audit and time since the last audit.   

 

   
5.2 Account has also been taken of the risks identified in the Council’s Corporate, Directorate 

and Service Risk Registers and risks identified by external scrutiny bodies through the 
Local Scrutiny Plan. 

 

   
5.3 Outlined below are the current risk factors influencing our proposed audit coverage for 

2021-22: 
• In relation to Learning Disabilities Service, Internal Audit will review the adequacy and 

effectiveness of arrangements in place to support young people with learning 
disabilities transition from children’s to adult service provision. 

• Trading Standards is a regulatory service dealing with a wide range of Scottish, UK 
and European legislation relating to the quality, quantity, price, description and safety 
of goods and services. Activities include fair trading, weights and measures, safety, 
quality and environment, age related sales, and licenses. In addition they can 
investigate criminal consumer complaints and provide scam prevention advice to 
vulnerable consumers and provide advice to businesses.  Internal Audit will review the 
adequacy and effectiveness of arrangements to carry out these activities. 

• The Registration Office aims to provide a customer focused service and manage the 
registration service in an efficient and effective manner which meets the needs of the 
citizens of Inverclyde.  Services provided include the registration of births, deaths and 
marriages, marriage and civic partnership ceremonies, citizenship ceremonies, 
naming ceremonies, renewal of vows ceremonies and genealogy searches.  Internal 
Audit will review the adequacy and effectiveness of arrangements in place to carry out 
key services. 

• Self-directed support brought about significant changes to the way people with social 
care needs are supported and aims to improve the impact that care and support has 
on people’s lives by helping them choose and control what type of social care services 
they get, when and where they get them and who provides them.  Internal Audit will 
review the adequacy and effectiveness of governance, risk management and internal 
control procedures surrounding self-directed support. 

• The Council has a number of residential care homes run by Children’s Services which 
provide a safe, supportive and homely environment to young people to enable them to 
develop physically, emotionally and socially in order than they are able to live as 
independent adults who make a positive contribution to society.  Internal Audit will 
review the adequacy and effectiveness of governance, risk management and internal 
control procedures in relation to residential care homes within Children’s Services. 

 



5.0 CURRENT POSITION (CONTINUED  
   
 • In relation to COVID-19 the Council and Inverclyde Alliance have recently approved 

the organisational and community recovery plans.  Internal Audit will provide audit 
advice and support to the Groups leading on the recovery plans. 

• In relation to Devolved School Management (DSM), a working group has been set up 
to implement Scottish Government guidance in relation to DSM.  Internal Audit will 
provide audit advice and support to the working group to ensure that governance, risk 
management and internal control procedures in relation to DSM are adequate and 
effective. 

 

   
5.4 The proposed Annual Audit Strategy and Plan for 2020-2021 is attached at Appendix 1.  

The Plan contains a contingency provision that will be utilised during the year in response 
to unforeseen work demands that arise e.g. special investigations and provision of ad hoc 
advice.  The plan also includes proposed resources for providing Internal Audit support to 
the Integrated Joint Board. 

 

   
5.5 The risk scoring system is maintained on a real-time basis and is altered as 

circumstances change.  Regular reviews of the risk scores allow Internal Audit to address 
the changing risk exposure of the organisation more effectively and ensure audit effort is 
focused on those areas identified as higher risk. 

 

   
6.0 IMPLICATIONS  

   
 Finance  
   

6.1 The work required to deliver the Annual Internal Audit Plan will be contained within the 
existing Internal Audit budget.  The Chief Internal Auditor role is provided through a 
shared service arrangement with West Dunbartonshire Council. 

 

   
 Financial Implications:  

 
One off Costs 
Cost Centre Budget 

Heading 
Budget  
Years 

Proposed 
Spend this 
Report 

Virement 
From 

Other Comments 

Internal Audit 
 

Various 
 

2020-
2021 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Annually Recurring Costs/ (Savings) 
Cost Centre Budget 

Heading 
With 
Effect 
from 

Annual Net 
Impact 

Virement 
From (If 
Applicable) 

Other Comments 

N/A 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

   
 Legal  
   

6.2  There are no direct legal implications arising from this report.  
   
 Human Resources  
   

6.3 There are no direct HR implications arising from this report.  
   
 Equalities  
   

6.4 There are no direct equalities implications arising from this report.  
   

 Repopulation  
   

6.5 There are no direct repopulation implications arising from this report.  
   



7.0 CONSULTATIONS  
   

7.1 Discussions have taken place with Corporate Directors and Heads of Service as 
appropriate in relation to the proposed annual audit plan coverage. 

 

   
7.2 There will be regular ongoing discussion with External Audit to ensure respective audit 

plans are reviewed as circumstances change in order to minimise duplication of effort and 
maximise audit coverage for the Council.   

 

   
8.0 LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS  

   
8.1 Internal Audit Annual Plan 2021-2022.  Available from Andi Priestman, Chief Internal 

Auditor. 
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1. Introduction 

 
1.1 The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) set out the requirement for the Chief 

Internal Auditor to prepare a risk-based audit plan to determine the priorities of the 
internal audit activity, consistent with the organisation’s goals. 

  
1.2 The Chief Internal Auditor must review and adjust the plan as necessary in response to 

changes in the organisation’s business, risks, operations and priorities. 
  
1.3 The audit plan must incorporate or be linked to a strategic or high-level statement of how 

the Internal Audit Service will be delivered and developed in accordance with the Internal 
Audit Charter and how it links to the organisational objectives and priorities. 

  
1.4 The strategy shall be reviewed on an annual basis as part of the audit planning process. 
  
2. Internal Audit Objectives 
  
2.1 The definition of internal auditing is contained within the PSIAS as follows: 

 
“Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed 
to add value and improve an organisation’s operations.  It helps an organisation 
accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and 
improve the effectiveness of risk management, control and governance processes.” 

  
2.2 The primary aim of the internal audit service is to provide assurance services which 

requires the Chief Internal Auditor to provide an annual internal audit opinion based on an 
objective assessment of the framework of governance, risk management and control. 

  
2.3 The internal audit service also provides advisory services, generally at the request of the 

organisation, with the aim of improving governance, risk management and control and 
contributing to the overall opinion. 

  
2.4 The internal audit service supports the Chief Financial Officer in his role as Section 95 

Officer. 
  
3. Risk Assessment and Audit Planning 
  
3.1 The internal audit approach to annual audit planning is risk-based and all areas which 

may be subject to audit review are contained within an Audit Universe which is subject to 
formal review, at least annually. 

  
3.2 The risk scoring system is maintained on a real-time basis and is altered as 

circumstances change.  Regular reviews of the risk scores allow Internal Audit to address 
the changing risk exposure of the organisation more effectively and ensure audit effort is 
focused on those areas identified as higher risk. 
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3.3 The Audit Universe is risk assessed each year to determine the Annual Audit Plan and 

ensure that suitable audit time and resources are devoted to reviewing the more 
significant areas of risk.   Each area within the Audit Universe is assessed for impact 
against a number of broad risk categories as follows: 
 

 • Strategy Risks associated with the setting and 
achievement of strategic  objectives. 

 • Economy Risks associated with the economy in which 
Inverclyde Council  operates. 

 • Reputation Risks associated with threats to Inverclyde 
Council’s name and standing in the sector. 

 • Customer Risks associated with customer relationships. 
 • Legal/Regulatory Risks associated with the requirement to comply 

with a wide  range of statute. 
 • Financial Risks associated with financial loss or 

inefficiency. 
 • Technology Risks associated with application systems, their 

integrity, security and development. 
 • Management Information Risks associated with the provision of 

information for decision-making purposes. 
 • Human Resources Risks associated with people, e.g. recruitment, 

succession, development, motivation and 
morale etc. 

 • Operations Risks associated with the business operating 
process. 

 • Business Continuity/Resilience Risks associated with disaster scenarios which 
would threaten the continuing operation of 
Inverclyde Council. 

 • Security Risks associated with security over customer 
and Inverclyde Council’s assets. 

 • Stakeholder Risks associated with management of 
stakeholder expectations (e.g. Government or 
local communities) 

 • Fraud Risks associated with asset misappropriation, 
corruption and financial statement fraud. 

  
3.4 Account has also been taken of the risks identified in the Council’s Corporate, 

Directorate and Service Risk Registers and risks identified by external scrutiny bodies 
through the Local Scrutiny Plan. 

  
3.5 There will be regular ongoing discussion with External Audit to ensure respective audit 

plans are reviewed as circumstances change in order to minimise duplication of effort 
and maximise audit coverage for the Council.   
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4 Service Delivery 
  
4.1 The provision of the internal audit service is through a directly employed in-house team.  

The Chief Internal Auditor is provided through a shared service arrangement with West 
Dunbartonshire Council. 

  
4.2 In relation to the total staff days allocated to the 2021-2022 plan, each member of staff 

completes a resource allocation spreadsheet for the year which is split between annual 
leave, public holidays, training days, general administration and operational plan days.   
The combined operational plan is 740(*) days which will be resourced as follows: 
 
Team Member 
 
Audit Practitioner – 185 
Audit Assistant – 185 
Senior Corporate Fraud Officer – 185 
Corporate Fraud Officer – 185 
 
The Chief Internal Auditor does not directly carry out the assignments included in the 
annual audit plan but provides the quality review and delivery oversight of the overall 
plan.  As such, no direct time is included within the plan.  Where there are any resource 
issues which may impact on delivery of the plan, this will be reported to Audit 
Committee at the earliest opportunity. 
 
* There is ongoing discussion with West Dunbartonshire Council regarding further 
sharing of resources which would mean a reduction of days to the Audit plan for 
Inverclyde Council.  The plan is sufficiently flexible to accommodate a reduction.   

  
4.3 Given the range and complexity of areas to be reviewed it is important that suitable, 

qualified, experienced and trained individuals are appointed to internal audit positions.  
The PSIAS requires that the Chief Internal Auditor must hold a professional qualification 
such as CMIIA (Chartered Internal Auditor), CCAB or equivalent and be suitably 
experienced.  The internal auditor posts must also be CMIIA/CCAB or equivalent with 
previous audit experience. 

  
4.4 Internal audit staff members identify training needs as part of an appraisal process and 

are encouraged to undertake appropriate training, including in-house courses and 
external seminars as relevant to support their development.  All training undertaken is 
recorded in a personal training record for CPD purposes.  

  
4.5 Internal audit staff members require to conform to the Code of Ethics of the professional 

body of which they are members and to the Code of Ethics included within the PSIAS.  
An annual declaration is undertaken by staff in relation to specific aspects of the Code. 

  
4.6 Following each review, audit reports are issued in draft format to agree the accuracy of 

findings and agree risk mitigations.  Copies of final audit reports are issued to the 
Corporate Director, Head of Service and Service Manager responsible for implementing 
the agreed action plan.  A copy of each final audit report is also provided to External 
Audit. 

  
4.7 The overall opinion of each audit report feeds into the Internal Audit Annual Report and 

Assurance Statement which is presented to the Audit Committee and is used by the 
Chief Financial Officer in the preparation of the Annual Governance Statement. 
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5 Proposed Audit Coverage 2021-2022 
  
5.1 The proposed audit coverage is set out in the table below.  This includes a range of risk 

based reviews, limited scope financial reviews and regularity audits. 
  
5.2 The Plan contains a contingency provision that will be utilised during the year in 

response to unforeseen work demands that arise e.g. special investigations and 
provision of ad hoc advice. 

 
Audit Area Service Area Risk 

Score 
Staff 
Days 

Risk-Based Audit Reviews 
Learning Disabilities Service – Transitioning to 
Adult Services 

HSCP 9800 30 

Trading Standards Environment & Economic Recovery 8856 30 
Registration Process – Births, Deaths and 
Marriages 

Corporate Services & Organisational 
Recovery 

8748 25 

Self-Directed Support HSCP 8400 30 
Residential Care – Childrens’ Services HSCP 7770 30 
Total 145 
Limited Scope Financial System Reviews 
Insurance Finance 7575 25 
Total 25 
Project Assurance Reviews 
Greenock Ocean Terminal (b/f from 20/21) Environment & Economic Recovery 6960 20 
Devolved School Management ECOD 5460 20 
Total 40 
Corporate Fraud Reviews 
Employee Expenses – Quarterly Checks Corporate Review N/A 25 
Client Accounts – Quarterly Checks HSCP N/A 25 
Catering – Quarterly Stock Checks ECOD N/A 25 
Total 75 
Regularity Audits 
Education – CSA ECOD - 30 
Corporate Purchase Cards – Quarterly Checks Corporate Review - 40 
Total 70 
Corporate Governance Reviews 
Annual Governance Statement (2020/2021) Corporate Review - 10 
Total 10 
Other Work 
Audit follow up Corporate Review - 10 
National Fraud Initiative Corporate Review - 150 
Investigations Corporate Review - 100 
SPOC Liaison with DWP - - 5 
IJB – Internal Audit Service - - 20 
Covid-19 – Recovery Process – Advice and 
Assurance 

Corporate Review - 20 

Contingency - - 30 
Grant Verification Roads and Transportation - 5 
C/f from 2020-2021 Audit Plan - - 35 
Total 375 
 
Total Staff Days 740 
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6 Quality and Performance 
  
6.1 The PSIAS require each internal audit service to maintain an ongoing quality assurance 

and improvement programme based on an annual self-assessment against the 
Standards, supplemented at least every five years by a full independent external 
assessment.  

  
6.2 In addition, the performance of Internal Audit continues to be measured against key 

service targets focussing on quality, efficiency and effectiveness.  For 2021-2022 these 
have been set as follows: 
 
Measure Description Target 
1. Final Report Percentage of final reports issued 

within 2 weeks of draft report. 
100% 

2. Draft Report Percentage of draft reports issued 
within 3 weeks of completion of 
fieldwork. 

90% 

3. Audit Plan Delivery Percentage of audits completed v 
planned. 

85% 

4. Audit Budget Percentage of audits completed within 
budgeted days. 

80% 

5. Audit Recommendations Percentage of audit recommendations 
agreed. 

90% 

6. Action Plan Follow Up Percentage of action plans followed 
up – Internal and External Audit. 

100% 

7. Customer Feedback Percentage of respondents who rated 
the overall quality of internal audit as 
satisfactory or above. 

100% 

8. NFI high and medium 
matches 

Percentage of National Fraud Initiative 
high and medium matches 
investigated within timescales. 

100% 

9. NFI other matches Percentage of National Fraud Initiative 
other matches investigated within 
timescales. 

90% 

10. DWP liaison Percentage of cases referred to/ 
actioned for DWP within DWP 
timescales.  

100% 

11. Staff compliance with CPD Number of training hours undertaken 
to support CPD 

100 

12. Management engagement Number of meetings with CMT and 
DMTs as appropriate 

1 per 
quarter 

 

  
6.3 Actual performance against targets will be included in the Internal Audit Annual 

Assurance Report for 2021-2022. 
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